CHAPTER VII PHENOMENA  DUE  TO   SCATTERING:  COLOR  OF  THE   SKY
The color of the cloudless sky, though generally blue, may, according to circumstances, be anything within the range of the entire spectrum. At great altitudes the zenithal portions are distinctly violet, but at moderate elevations often a clear blue. With increase of the angular distance from the vertical, however, an admixture of white light soon becomes perceptible, that often merges into a grayish horizon. Just after sunset and also before sunrise, portions of the sky often are distinctly green, yellow, orange, or even dark red, according, especially, to location and to the humidity and dust content of the atmosphere. Hence, these colors arid the general appearance of the sky have rightly been used, immemorially, as more or less trustworthy signs of the coming weather.
Early Ideas.—Many attempts have been made to account for the blue of the sky1—the other colors being comparatively iormrprl So™A have held that it is just the nature of the atmosphere, c it, to reflect the blue of sunlight and to transmit the other colors. But, as they did not explain how the atmosphere, or these particles, happened to have such nature, the mystery actually remained as profound as ever. Another interesting hypothesis, suggested by Leonardo da Vinci, was to the effect that the blue is the resultant of a mixture of more or less white light, reflected by the atmosphere, with the black of space. But the futility of this idea is, immediately, obvious from the fact that gray alone could be produced by any such mixture.
The first logical attempt to explain (as that term is now understood) why the sky is blue, was made by Newton,2 who supposed it to be due to the same sort of interference between the rays reflected from the front and rear surfaces of transparent objects (in this case minute water drops) that produce the colors of soap bubbles. In fact, he thought that the "blue of the first order/7 the blue nearest the black central spot of the "Newton's rings," is of the same color as the blue of the sky, and that they were produced in the same way. This explanation, though erroneous, and based only on analogy, was accepted, without modification, for nearly 175 years. At about the end of this period, however, Clausius3 demonstrated, analytically, that a cloud of droplets, of the
1 DORSEY, summary and bibliography, Monthly Weather Review, 28; 382, 1900.
2 Ontics. book II.

